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Elation Platinum Beams and Spots for Ultimate Eagles “When Hell Froze Over” 
Tour 
 
Rock band The Ultimate Eagles are celebrating the 20th Anniversary of the Eagles’ iconic album “When 
Hell Froze Over” by touring the UK beneath an Elation lighting rig of Platinum Beam 5R and Platinum 
Spot 5R Pro moving heads.  
 
Often regarded as the best Eagles cover band out there, this is The Ultimate Eagles’ fifth and biggest 
tour, and second using Elation lighting equipment. Pacific Sound & Light of Birmingham has supplied the 
lighting package for the “When Hell Froze Over” tour with lighting design by Nick Jemicz of Lighting 
Through Design.  
 

   
 
“I have always been impressed with the CMY capabilities of the Platinum Spot 5R Pro as it is such a 
compact fixture,” Nick says of the compact, energy efficient CMY color mixing fixture that can be used as 
a spot or wash light.  “The beams offer stunning, bright airborne effects with a good selection of color 
that I required for the design.”  
 
Mounted on an upstage truss, Nick uses the 5R Spots primarily as back light for the band members, 
allowing him to zoom down onto the front line positions as a highlight or to bathe the front line in 
breakup gobos. The Platinum Beam 5R’s are mostly scattered around the stage on the floor and used for 
airborne effects. Nick states, “The Beams are used in the first set as primarily airborne prism effects and 
are reigned in until the last number of the first set, which is a particularly epic track (The Last Resort) to 
maximize their impact. In the more rocky second set, they are used for a more contemporary look.” 
 
Because the fixtures are part of a busy on-the-road touring package, Nick explains that it was necessary 
to balance fixture size, output, power and weight. “The Elation fixtures ticked all these boxes and with 
the added bonus of the 5R Pro’s built-in wireless we were able to do away with an FOH data multi-cable 



 
 

and bounce data out of the 5R Pro’s to the non-wireless fixtures on stage, saving setup time and extra 
cabling.”  Nick, who also handled programming duties, operates the time-coded show on a lighting 
console that allows video and lighting to be time-coded utilizing a Rosendhal MIF 4 timecode interface 
and SMPTE input. This allowed complex cues to be run consistently throughout the tour, he says. 
 
Full production for sound, light and video projection was supplied by Pacific Sound & Light. Matt Trigg 
from Pacific stated, "We've been using Elation Beam and Spot 5Rs for over two years now and they're 
just perfect for this type of compact tour - small, light but very punchy; a lot of light from a little 
footprint. We've worked with Nick Jemicz on many shows. He now specifies Elation on many of his 
designs and we're happy to supply them.” 
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About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video products 
that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of dedicated personnel, 
Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology and is acknowledged for a 
comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of market 
segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night venue, House of 
Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information, please visit 
www.elationlighting.com 
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